
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SYRACUSE MONTICELLO NEW YORK CITY 

BROWN DUKE & FOGEL, P.C. 

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 

WWW.BDFLEGAL.COM 
Michael A. Fogel, Esq. 
Brown Duke & Fogel, P.C. 
120 Madison Street, Suite 1620  
Syracuse, New York 13202 
mfogel@bdflegal.com  
Tel: 315-399-4343 

March 30, 2022 
 
Oneida County Industrial Development Agency 
c/o Mohawk Valley Edge 
584 Phoenix Drive 
Rome, New York 13441 
jwaters@mvedge.org  
info@mvedge.org 
spapale@mvedge.org  
 

Re: Eminent Domain Procedure Law (“EDPL”) § 203 Public Hearing with respect to 411 
Columbia Street, City of Utica, Oneida County, New York a/k/a SBL 318.41-2-38 

      
Dear Oneida County Industrial Development Agency: 
 

This office represents Bowers Development, LLC and Utica Med Building, LLC (collectively 
“Bowers”).  Please accept this letter as Bowers’ further objections and comments as to the EDPL, 
Article 2, Public Hearing (“Public Hearing”) by the Oneida County Industrial Development Agency 
(“OCIDA”) regarding its proposed taking by eminent domain of the property referred to as 411 
Columbia Street, Utica, New York (SBL No.: 318.41-2-38) (the “Property”) for the proposed Central 
Utica Building, LLC Project (the “CUB Project”).  As stated in OCIDA’s letter to us, written 
comments will be accepted through March 30, 2022 at 5:00 pm. 

 
As discussed in our prior letters, it would be outrageous, unlawful, unconstitutional and an 

abuse of discretion for OCIDA to take the Property by eminent domain for the CUB Project as 
requested by Central Utica Building, LLC (“CUB”), which is made up of a group of doctors.  This 
letter supplements and is in addition to our prior letters and comments. 

 
First and foremost, for reasons stated below, OCIDA should hold another public hearing and 

extend the comment period to allow us and the public to comment on taking the Property by eminent 
domain.   

 
We have been seeking to review the documents referenced in the purported hearing notice 

dated February 2, 2022, which states, “Availability of Additional Information: More particular 
information concerning the Additional Project Land proposed to be acquired by the OCIDA pursuant 
to the EDPL, including legal descriptions and maps, and the Project are available for public inspection 
during normal business hours at OCIDA, 584 Phoenix Drive, Rome, New York 13441.”  It is apparent 
that was never made available to us and the public prior to the February 23, 2022 public hearing, and 
in fact, despite our repeated requests, it still has not been made available to us and the public.  

mailto:mfogel@bdflegal.com
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On March 16, 2022, Paul Goldman, Esq. stated in a letter and email to my firm that the “record 

of the public hearing” was now available for inspection and copying at OCIDA’s office and the 
Oneida County Clerk’s office.  This was not true (see attached hereto as Exhibit A an email regarding 
same by Patrick Donnelly, Esq., of my office, dated March 24, 2022, the email of Paul Goldman, 
Esq., dated March 16, 2022 and the letter of Paul Goldman, Esq., dated March 16, 2022).  As detailed 
in the email from my office to Attorney Goldman, neither OCIDA nor the County Clerk’s Office was 
able to provide access to these documents, or at least in any comprehensive way that would allow us 
to reasonably conclude that the entire “record of the public hearing” was actually provided.  It has to 
be stressed that the statutory burden is on the condemning authority to provide the complete record 
in a clear, comprehensive fashion to the public so that the public can meaningfully comment.  The 
burden is certainly not on the public or the party whose property is proposed to be taken by eminent 
domain to figure out what constitutes the complete record.  The fact that OCIDA continues to place 
the burden on the public and Bowers to “figure it out” is just more evidence of bad faith and a 
complete disregard for the rights of the public and Bowers.       

 
Suffice it to say that OCIDA has still not provided the full record of the public hearing for 

inspection and copying by us and the public at OCIDA’s office and the Oneida County Clerk’s office 
(see Exhibit A).  What OCIDA has posted on its website is not consistent with what it provided to us 
at OCIDA’s office and with what OCIDA provided to the Oneida County Clerk’s office (see e.g. 
Exhibit A).  The pdf posted on OCIDA’s website is 1,165 pages while the documents at the Oneida 
County Clerk’s office appear to be 7,000 pages long.  When you search instrument number F2022-
00025 on the County Clerk’s website, it shows 770 pages, but then IQS indicated that instrument is 
7,000 pages (see Exhibit A).  The purported “record of the public hearing” is still missing items, 
including but not limited to the official complete CUB application submitted to OCIDA and 
completed SEQRA forms for this Project.  It also appears that at least hard copies of certain items 
were not available at either OCIDA’s office or the County Clerk’s office as the binder at the Clerk’s 
office had one or more tabs with nothing in the tab but a statement that the document is a link to a 
website that was not an OCIDA or County Clerk website.  Even if the record were complete and 
available for inspection and copying on March 16, 2022 (which it was not), it is unreasonable for 
OCIDA to expect us and the public to review that many pages and make meaningful comments by 
March 30, 2022.  Thus, OCIDA has failed to comply with the requirements of the EDPL, including 
but not limited to EDPL § 203. 

 
Further, OCIDA has not made available the documents it stated were available in the public 

hearing notice dated February 2, 2022.  Thus, again, OCIDA has failed to comply with the 
requirements of the EDPL, including but not limited to EDPL § 203.   

 
OCIDA has still not responded to our Freedom of Information Law (“FOIL”) requests.  We 

should not have to raise this issue again in this letter, but OCIDA continues to delay its response to 
our FOIL requests, as discussed in our prior letter dated March 2, 2022.   

 
OCIDA has not made available the final signed resolution(s) regarding this project, including 

but not limited to the resolution(s) purportedly adopted on or about January 21, 2022, as to CUB’s 
project (including the Property) being a “retail” facility.  Although, as we have repeatedly stated, this 
is a hospital or health-related facility that is not within OCIDA’s jurisdiction and authority.   
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We also note that some of the statements by OCIDA or CUB seem to indicate that they are 
now trying to characterize the taking of the Property here as something else or for a different public 
purpose.  However, such efforts are clearly illusory and made in an illegal effort to try to get around 
the restrictions on OCIDA set forth in our prior comments.  

 
All of this is more evidence of “bad faith” on the part of OCIDA and CUB and a lack of 

concern for providing us and the public a reasonable opportunity to comment on the records before 
OCIDA. 

 
Based on the records that we have been able to inspect, it appears that the location of the CUB 

MOB/ASC is larger in size and in a different location than the MOB purportedly considered in the 
SEQRA review by the City of Utica Planning Board in 2018/2019.  This raises issues that OCIDA is 
required to address under SEQRA.  Is the proposed CUB MOB a different and additional MOB than 
what was considered by the Planning Board in 2018/2019?  In other words, is the MOB in the location 
reviewed in 2018/2019 still proposed to be constructed, or is it just proposed to be in a different 
location?  Either way OCIDA is required to do its own SEQRA review before proceeding with 
eminent domain for this MOB project.  OCIDA is required under SEQRA to identify all relevant 
areas of environmental concern and take a “hard look” at those areas before it can move forward with 
the eminent domain proceeding.  This MOB project must be studied in its current proposed size and 
location, and all environmental impacts associated with the MOB must be analyzed, including but not 
limited to, impacts on traffic, electrical, utilities, water and sewer use and the implications of being 
much closer to the proposed helicopter pad than the MOB proposal purportedly studied in 2018/2019 
(see attached hereto Exhibit B showing the different locations).   

 
The location of this MOB project in a different location with a larger size fronting on a 

different street with different entrance locations may have different and greater implications for 
vehicle and pedestrian traffic.  There may be issues as to emergency vehicles and loading.  The change 
in the location of the MOB and its entrances may have implications as to traffic interfering with what 
appears to be the proposed ambulance entrance to the hospital emergency room.  The larger size may 
also have significant impacts as to electrical, utilities, water and sewer usage that has not been 
examined.   

 
The location of this MOB directly across the street from the proposed ground-level helicopter 

pad raises concerns as to whether appropriate spacing will be provided around the helicopter pad, 
including but not limited to with regards to turbulence, exhaust and for approach and departure paths 
and sight lines.  Notice to the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) may be needed pursuant 14 
CFR § 77.9 (see e.g. attached hereto as Exhibit C images from the documents referenced in Exhibit 
A).  The medical imaging and similar equipment proposed to be used in the CUB Project in this 
location may have significant interference with helicopter instruments, compasses and navigational 
equipment.  As indicated in documents purportedly part of the “record of the public hearing”, nearby 
electromagnetic devices, magnetic resonance imaging machines (“MRI”), large ventilator motors, 
elevator motors or other devices that consume large amounts of electricity may cause temporary 
aberrations and interference with such helicopter equipment.  We are not aware of anything in the 
record showing where all such equipment will be located in the proposed CUB Project and analysis 
as to the impact of such equipment in such locations.   
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The proposed layout of the CUB Project that purportedly necessitates eminent domain 
therefore, for all the foregoing reasons, cannot be properly evaluated and commented on at this time, 
and again, alternative solutions should be considered. 

 
Finally, the City of Utica Mayor in his letter to the Observer-Dispatch, dated March 22, 2022, 

stated that “there are ample opportunities at this location that can benefit everyone if the respective 
parties are willing to communicate and work together. The city has been willing to work with all 
parties for the betterment of our community.  It is my hope other project stakeholders will do the 
same.”  Bowers remains willing to discuss a solution here that does not involve eminent domain, and 
OCIDA should encourage CUB to do the same.  We encourage OCIDA to read the Mayor’s letter, 
which is attached hereto as Exhibit D. 

 
Thank you for your attention to this matter.  Please include this letter and the enclosures in 

the Public Hearing record.  If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

 
Very truly yours, 

      BROWN DUKE & FOGEL, P.C. 
 
       

By: ________________________ 
                        Michael A. Fogel, Esq.    
cc: Paul J. Goldman, Esq. 
 
Enclosures:  

 Exhibit A:  
o Email by Patrick Donnelly, Esq., dated March 24, 2022 
o Email by Paul Goldman, Esq., dated March 16, 2022 
o Letter of Paul Goldman, Esq., dated March 16, 2022 

 Exhibit B: 
o MOB locations 

 Exhibit C: 
o Helicopter issues 

 Exhibit D:  
o Letter to Observer-Dispatch, dated March 22, 2022, by City of Utica Mayor Palmieri   
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From: Patrick Donnelly
To: PGoldman@goldmanpllc.com
Cc: Shawna Papale; Michael Fogel
Subject: RE: 411 Columbia Street, City of Utica, Oneida County, New York
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2022 5:19:00 PM

Mr. Goldman:
 
First, in response to your email below, we were seeking to review the documents referenced in the
hearing notice dated February 2, 2022, which states, “Availability of Additional Information: More
particular information concerning the Additional Project Land proposed to be acquired by the OCIDA
pursuant to the EDPL, including legal descriptions and maps, and the Project are available for public
inspection during normal business hours at OCIDA, 584 Phoenix Drive, Rome, New York 13441.”  It is
apparent that was never made available to us and the public prior to the February 23, 2022 public
hearing.  It also appears that has still not been made available to us and the public.
 
Second, it is not clear whether the full record of the public hearing you reference in your email
below (and your letter dated March 16, 2022) has been made available.  In fact, it appears it has not
been made available. 
 
I went to the OCIDA office on March 17, 2022 and asked to inspect and copy the full record of the
public hearing.  It was not available.  It appears that staff at OCIDA then rushed to put together a
binder and a separate pile of papers that were not stapled or bound in any way.  I asked if I could
make copies and was told I couldn’t.  The staff also gave me a piece of paper with a link to a website
of the Oneida County Clerk that was stated to have a binder of information.  I tried the link on my
cell phone and my laptop, but it didn’t work.  I eventually was able to find the purported documents
through a search of the County Clerk’s online land records using the instrument number stated on
the piece of paper, and I started noticing discrepancies between that and what was provided to me
for inspection (but not copying) at OCIDA’s office. 
 
I then went to the County Clerk’s office that same day to see what was available there and what the
options were for copying.  After a large amount of explaining and discussing with different clerks, I
was told the binder you provided to the County Clerk had not been scanned in yet and would cost
about $800 to $1,000 for me to copy.  (This itself was odd as I had already seen documents on the
Clerk’s website as stated above.)  After more discussion with a couple clerks, I was allowed to look at
the binder standing up at a table at the end of the clerk’s desk.  I immediately noticed discrepancies
between what was presented to me at the County Clerk’s from what was presented at OCIDA’s
office.
 
I then noticed earlier this week that OCIDA had posted online on its website in its minutes tab
something called “Record of CUB Public Hearing and Comments”.  I immediately noticed
discrepancies between that and what was presented to me at OCIDA’s office and at the County
Clerk’s office.  I then compared that to what was posted online on the County Clerk’s website and
noticed discrepancies, including that the record posted on OCIDA’s website is 1165 pages long while
the County Clerk’s website shows 770 pages. 
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I then purchased and tried downloading the pdf on the County Clerk’s website earlier this week, but
the download did not work.  I called the County Clerk’s office and was eventually directed to the
Clerk’s vendor IQS who indicated the pdf was too large and that the IT person at IQS would email me
the pdf in parts.  IQS then also told me that the pdf they were emailing me was a total of 7,000
pages long.
 
Thus, I am left wondering what is the full record of the Public Hearing and whether it is the
documents at OCIDA that are inconsistent with the documents OCIDA provided to the County Clerk
or the 1165 pages, the 770 pages or the 7,000 pages. 
 
It is ridiculous that OCIDA has this in such disarray and is giving us only until March 30, 2022 at 5 pm
to comment.  OCIDA must straighten this out and give us and the public a full and fair opportunity on
proper notice to comment both orally and in writing.        
 
Respectfully,
 
Patrick D. Donnelly, Esq.
BROWN DUKE & FOGEL, P.C.
120 Madison Street, AXA Tower 2, Suite 1620
Syracuse, New York 13202
Phone: (315) 399-4343, x206
Fax: (315) 472-6215
pdonnelly@bdflegal.com
http://bdflegal.com/
*********************************************************************************
Confidentiality Notice:  This e-mail transmission (including any attachments) is intended only for the use of the individual or
entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law.  If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the
taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this e-mail or any attachment is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this
transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by return e-mail and delete all copies of this e-mail and any
attachments.
*********************************************************************************
 

From: Paul Goldman [mailto:PGoldman@goldmanpllc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2022 4:41 PM
To: Patrick Donnelly <pdonnelly@bdflegal.com>
Cc: Shawna Papale <spapale@mvedge.org>; Jennifer Waters (jwaters@mvedge.org)
<jwaters@mvedge.org>; Laura Cohen <lcohen@mvedge.org>; Bruce A. Smith
<bsmith@ccblaw.com>; Kevin Bernstein (kbernstein@bsk.com) <kbernstein@bsk.com>
Subject: 411 Columbia Street, City of Utica, Oneida County, New York
 
Mr. Donnelly:
 
Please be advised that this firm represents the Oneida County IDA (“OCIDA”) in connection with the
above referenced Property.  Pursuant to your request,  I write to advise you that the record of the
public hearing is now available for inspection at the offices of the OCIDA at 584 Phoenix Drive, Rome
NY 13441.  In addition, I am enclosing my letter of today’s date addressed to the JP O’Brien Plumbing
& Heating Supply Inc., Bowers Development, LLC and you and Mr. Fogel.  Please advise me when you

mailto:pdonnelly@bdflegal.com
http://bdflegal.com/
mailto:PGoldman@goldmanpllc.com
mailto:pdonnelly@bdflegal.com
mailto:spapale@mvedge.org
mailto:jwaters@mvedge.org
mailto:jwaters@mvedge.org
mailto:lcohen@mvedge.org
mailto:bsmith@ccblaw.com
mailto:kbernstein@bsk.com
mailto:kbernstein@bsk.com


wish to inspect the records and we will have that set up for you.  In addition, the attached letter
gives notice that you may provide additional comment on the documents on or before March 30,
2022 at 5.00.    I am also providing a copy of this email to the Attorneys for CUB and MVHS and
advising them that they have a similar right of inspection and comment on such documents.
 
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to call me. 
 
Paul J. Goldman, Esq.
Goldman Attorneys PLLC
255 Washington Avenue Extension, Suite 108
Albany, New York 12205
Direct Dial: (518) 275-4411
Office: (518) 431-0941 Ext. 105 | Fax: (518) 694-4821 | Email: pgoldman@goldmanpllc.com
 
The information contained in this message contains information from Goldman Attorneys PLLC, which is confidential or privileged. The information is
intended for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution
or use of the contents of this communication is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail message in error, please destroy this message and notify
the sender by reply e-mail. Thank you.

Disclosure under IRS Circular 230: Unless expressly stated otherwise, nothing contained in this communication is intended or written to be used, nor
may it be relied upon or used, (1) by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under the Internal Revenue Code, and/or
(2) by any person to support the promotion or marketing of or to recommend any Federal tax transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed in this
communication.
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I:\Mvhs.30780\67677.Utica-Hospital\Docs\Reports\Final EIS 

(Responsiveness Summary)\Final_EIS_032119.docx

MVHS INTEGRATED HEALTH CAMPUS FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

To accommodate the proposed MVHS IHC, the proposed Project will involve the acquisition of properties and 
modifications to existing public/private utility infrastructure. Descriptions of the Project elements are provided 
below.

Figure 3. Integrated Health Campus (IHC)

Facilities

Hospital Building
The proposed 670,000± square foot (sf) hospital building will be constructed on parcels located west of 
Broadway and will extend through Cornelia Street onto parcels located east of State Street. The hospital building 
consists of a two-story podium and a seven-story bed tower. 

Most services currently provided at the St. Luke’s and SEMC campuses will be transitioned to the MVHS IHC 
including 373± inpatient beds (see below). MVHS plans to facilitate the adaptive reuse of the vacated space at 
the existing facilities (see Section 8 of the DEIS).

Central Utility Plant (CUP)
From a facilities perspective, the consolidation of two aging facilities (100 and 60 years) will provide an 
opportunity for a more energy-efficient environment, with a state-of-the-art IHC that meets and exceeds current 
day best practices and building codes and promotes energy and water conservation and other sustainable 
measures that will reduce the overall amount of resources used by MVHS.
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FINAL APPROACH AND 
TAKEOFF AREA (FATO) 
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Notes: 

required by 14 CFR part 77.9). 
Building is less than 200 ft [61 m] in height, but top will penetrate the 25:1 surface (notice is 

Antenna is less than 200 ft [61 m] in height, and penetrates the 25:1 surface (notice is 
required by 14 CFR part 77.9 (b)(3)). 

Construction crane penetrates 25:1 surface (notice is required by 14 CFR part 77.9 (b)(3)). 

Building is less than 200 ft [61 m] in height and does not penetrate the 25:1 surface (notice 
is not required). 

Building is more than 5,000 ft [1,525 m] from heliport (notice is required if building will be 
200 ft [61 m] or more in height). 

1

3

4

5

6

Note: Notice under 14 CFR part 77 required for all public-use heliports or a private use heliport 
with at least one FAA-approved instrument approach procedure. 

[1524 M] 

[61 M] 

3

Antenna is over 200 ft [61 m] in height (notice is required by 14 CFR part 77.9 (a)). 2

Figure 1–4. Offsite Development Requiring Notice to the FAA 



 

 
 

 

  

 
 

   
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  
 

 

AC 150/5390-2C 4/24/2012 


203. Prior permission required (PPR) facilities.  The standards in this AC are recommended for all 
heliports. As PPR heliports are never eligible for federal financial assistance, do not interpret any 
recommendation in this AC that is not required by federal law or regulation as mandatory for PPR 
heliports. Recommendations for PPR heliports are provided in recognition of the unique nature of 
facilities where the operator ensures pilots are thoroughly familiar with the heliport, its procedures, and 
any facility limitations. 

204. Access by individuals with disabilities. Various laws require heliports operated by public 
entities and those receiving federal financial assistance to meet accessibility requirements. See paragraph 
114. 

205. Heliport site selection. 

a. Long term planning. The FAA encourages public agencies and others planning to develop a 
general aviation heliport to consider the possible future need for instrument operations and expansion. 

b. Property requirements. The property needed for a general aviation heliport depends upon the 
volume and types of users, size of helicopters, and the scope of amenities provided. Property needs for 
helicopter operators and for passenger amenities frequently exceed those for “airside” purposes. 

c. Turbulence. Air flowing around and over buildings, stands of trees, terrain irregularities, etc. can 
create turbulence on ground-level and roof-top heliports that may affect helicopter operations. Where the 
FATO is located near the edge and top of a building or structure, or within the influence of turbulent 
wakes from other buildings or structures, assess the turbulence and airflow characteristics in the vicinity 
of, and across the surface of the FATO to determine if an air-gap between the roof, roof parapet or 
supporting structure, and/or some other turbulence mitigating design measure is necessary. FAA 
Technical Report FAA/RD-84/25, Evaluating Wind Flow around Buildings on Heliport Placement, 
addresses the wind’s effect on helicopter operations. Take the following actions in selecting a site to 
minimize the effects of turbulence. 

(1) Ground-level heliports. Features such buildings, trees, and other large objects can cause air 
turbulence and affect helicopter operations from sites immediately adjacent to them. Therefore, locate the 
landing and takeoff area away from such objects in order to minimize air turbulence in the vicinity of the 
FATO and the approach/departure paths. 

(2) Elevated heliports. Establishing a 6 foot (1.8 m) or more air gap on all sides above the level 
of the roof will generally minimize the turbulent effect of air flowing over the roof edge. Keep air gaps 
free at all times of objects that would obstruct the airflow. If it is not practical to include an air gap or 
some other turbulence mitigating design measure where there is turbulence, operational limitations may 
be necessary under certain wind conditions. See paragraph 101. 

d. Electromagnetic effects. Nearby electromagnetic devices, such as a large ventilator motor, 
elevator motor or other devices that consume large amounts of electricity may cause temporary 
aberrations in the helicopter magnetic compass and interfere with other onboard navigational equipment. 

206. Basic layout. A basic heliport consists of a TLOF contained within a FATO. A safety area 
surrounds the FATO. Table 2-1 shows how the standards for safety area width vary as a function of 
heliport markings. The relationship of the TLOF to the FATO and the safety area is shown in Figure 2–2. 
A FATO contains only one TLOF. Provide appropriate approach/departure airspace to allow safe 
approaches to and departures from landing sites. To the extent feasible, align the preferred 
approach/departure path with the predominant winds. See paragraph 210.  

14 
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Figure 2–35. Visual Glideslope Indicator Siting and Clearance Criteria: General Aviation 
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OPINION This piece expresses the views of its author(s), separate from those of this publication.

Essay: City obligated to serve the interests of
Utica taxpayers in hospital project
Robert Palmieri Guest essayist
Published 12:11 p.m. ET March 22, 2022

Since the inception of the downtown medical campus project, the City of Utica has been a steadfast partner. 

The city dedicated substantive resources in support of the project; including over $7 million of
sewer/infrastructure improvements, over $5 million in the reprogramming of its secured grant funding,
conveyance of city-owned property to Mohawk Valley Health System (MVHS) and reoccurring loss of
property taxes.

However, over the past several months, there have been several claims about the project that must be
addressed.

A recent article claiming the County needed to bond for a larger parking garage because the city “rescinded”
on a parking spot agreement for Kennedy Garage (Kennedy) is misleading.  First and foremost, my
obligation is to serve the interests of Utica taxpayers.  Kennedy is a deteriorating garage which needs at least
$13 million in repairs.  To put this in perspective, a 1% property tax increase yields approximately $300,000
in revenue.  This figure equates to a 43% tax increase for city residents. 

As the city is experiencing transformational redevelopment, a private developer made a $1.5 million offer to
purchase Kennedy, which the city’s Urban Renewal Agency (URA) and Common Council approved.  The $13
million of repairs, coupled with the $1.5 million purchase offer, yields a nearly $15 million benefit to Utica
taxpayers. 

Development:Wynn Hospital parking garage to cost Oneida County an extra $10 million

Development:Kennedy parking garage the latest approved Utica project for Bowers Development

Kennedy is an important piece in the development of the new downtown hospital, and the developers have
repeatedly tried to meet with MVHS and the County to discuss the hospital’s parking needs.  The developers
have publicly stated their willingness to construct additional levels of parking onto Kennedy to
accommodate the hospital. Unfortunately, MVHS and the County have refused to meet with the developer.

Furthermore, MVHS plans on leasing parking spaces in the city-owned Washington Street garage
(Washington), which is across the street from Kennedy.  The city’s plan is to utilize resources it will save
from selling Kennedy and use it to fully repair Washington.  If the city did not sell Kennedy; it would be an
unfair burden to Utica taxpayers to invest over $13 million to repair Kennedy and invest the necessary
resources to repair Washington. 

https://www.uticaod.com/
https://www.uticaod.com/story/news/2022/02/10/utica-wynn-hospital-parking-garage-cost-10-million-more/6734175001/
https://www.uticaod.com/story/news/2022/02/10/utica-wynn-hospital-parking-garage-cost-10-million-more/6734175001/
https://www.uticaod.com/story/news/local/2021/09/10/uticas-kennedy-parking-garage-latest-project-bowers-development/5716842001/


How much financial burden should Utica taxpayers incur for what will be a regional asset?  Furthermore,
why should Utica net a $15 million loss because MVHS and the County refuse to answer the phone?
Government should be efficient and strive to reduce its size, scope and costs as much as possible.  It would
have been fiscally irresponsible to not sell Kennedy, and my Administration, along with the Common
Council, acted in the interest of Utica taxpayers.

Another misunderstood aspect of the medical campus project is the use of eminent domain of 411 Columbia
Street for the construction of a medical office building.  In speaking with senior MVHS officials last year, I
encouraged them to secure all properties within the medical office building footprint through private
transactions; by making purchase offers that reflected the value of its overall development plans. 

Unfortunately, this did not transpire and a private developer purchased 411 Columbia Street to construct a
medical office building with a group of local physicians.  The Oneida County Industrial Development Agency
is now considering taking the property (that is scheduled to be privately developed into a medical office
building) through eminent domain, so a different private entity can construct its own medical office
building. 

It is an improper overreach of government power to take property from one private developer and give it to
another for the same end use.  Why should taxpayers bear the cost of eminent domain when the developer
who already owns the property plans on constructing a medical office building on the same site?

Development:Public hearing held for Wynn Hospital eminent domain issue in Utica. What's next

Some have tried to compare the city’s decision to pursue eminent domain of the former Northland Building
to this case; however, the facts and circumstances are completely different. The city owned (through tax
foreclosure) 80% of the Northland Building.  By not fully owning the building, the city could not sell it and
was forced to spend a significant amount of money to maintain it.  In order to successfully market the
building for economic development, the city had to take full ownership.

Should the city have continued to maintain a property it could never sell into perpetuity?  How is that
fiscally responsible or generate economic development?  By pursuing eminent domain, URA was able to
market the entire building and everyone had a fair opportunity to bid on it.

In light of the facts, the city’s position on eminent domain is clear and consistent.

As for the broader medical campus project, there are ample opportunities that can benefit everyone if the
respective parties are willing to communicate and work together.  The city has been willing to work with all
parties for the betterment of our community.  It is my hope other project stakeholders will do the same.  

Robert Palmieri is the Mayor of Utica.

https://www.uticaod.com/story/news/2022/02/24/utica-hospital-eminent-domain-issue-public-hearing/6908123001/
https://www.uticaod.com/story/news/2022/02/24/utica-hospital-eminent-domain-issue-public-hearing/6908123001/




From: Jennifer Waters
To: Laura Cohen
Subject: Fwd: Eminent domain 411 Colombia St.
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 6:41:04 PM

- Jennifer Waters via iPhone

From: Lily Werenczak <lilybrown0788@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 6:23:36 PM
To: Shawna Papale <spapale@mvedge.org>; Info <info@mvedge.org>
Subject: Eminent domain 411 Colombia St.
 
To whom it concerns, I’m writing this to express that I do not support the OCIDA to pursue 411
Columbia St. via eminent domain proceedings.  The opportunity for MVHS to obtain this property
fairly has come and gone.  The promise of no burdens to the tax payers of Oneida County and Utica
is a promise that did not hold water from the beginning.  The morality of the proceedings of this
project thus far have been questionable and moving ahead with eminent domain on such a property
is all the same.  It’s immoral, unethical, and an overreach, especially utilizing taxpayer funds. A little
competition at MVHS may in fact drive overinflated prices down, and that’s nothing more than a
GREAT thing.  The current state of affairs is already a monopoly situation that will drive costs
higher for our area. I absolutely disagree with eminent domain proceedings by OCIDA to attempt to
acquire 411 Columbia St.

Lily M. Werenczak
(315) 534-8097
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

mailto:jwaters@mvedge.org
mailto:lcohen@mvedge.org


From: Shawna Papale
To: Paul Goldman; Jennifer Waters; Laura Cohen; Tim Fitzgerald; Mark Kaucher
Subject: Fwd: No eminent domain
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:40:30 PM

Shawna Papale
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Richard Widdicombe <richard.widdicombe@gmail.com>
Date: March 29, 2022 at 9:39:10 PM EDT
To: Shawna Papale <spapale@mvedge.org>
Subject: No eminent domain

Shawna

There should be no eminent domain regarding the medical office building.

Oneida County tax payers have suffered enough

Richard.Widdicombe@gmail.com

Sent from Richard's iPhone
315-749-8528
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is
safe.

mailto:spapale@mvedge.org
mailto:PGoldman@goldmanpllc.com
mailto:jwaters@mvedge.org
mailto:lcohen@mvedge.org
mailto:tfitzgerald@mvedge.org
mailto:mkaucher@mvedge.org


From: Shawna Papale
To: Paul Goldman; Laura Cohen; Jennifer Waters; Tim Fitzgerald; Mark Kaucher
Subject: Fwd: Eminent domain of 411 Columbia Street
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 12:45:27 PM

Shawna Papale
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Robert Lott <orwhat2014@gmail.com>
Date: March 30, 2022 at 12:42:41 PM EDT
To: Info <info@mvedge.org>
Subject: Eminent domain of 411 Columbia Street


Strongly against eminent domain government coercion theft of property at 411
Columbia Street for the new Hospital Boondoggle.  This whole process has been
crammed down the throats of citizens at taxpayer expense.  The taxpayer expense
should have been at the expense of the medical industry and not the public.
Typical government action of putting the cart before the horse. What's next that
they haven't already conspired to do that hasn't been yet exposed.  It's only
obvious that the cost over-runs will continue because the government is ruining
the economy. What about the federal bailout of New York and all the covid
money that was supposed to benefit the medical industry.  All these hospitals
should have all the resources necessary to take care of the citizens.

Robert A.Lott
8044 Wood Road
Holland Patent, NY 13354
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is
safe.

mailto:spapale@mvedge.org
mailto:PGoldman@goldmanpllc.com
mailto:lcohen@mvedge.org
mailto:jwaters@mvedge.org
mailto:tfitzgerald@mvedge.org
mailto:mkaucher@mvedge.org


From: Shawna Papale
To: Paul Goldman; Laura Cohen; Jennifer Waters; Tim Fitzgerald; Mark Kaucher
Subject: Fwd: Eminent Domain for new hospital
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 7:57:03 PM

Shawna Papale
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: rrobtombud <rrobtombud@aol.com>
Date: March 29, 2022 at 7:52:47 PM EDT
To: Shawna Papale <spapale@mvedge.org>
Subject: Eminent Domain for new hospital

 Dear Shawna,
I saw on FB that Brett Truet was urging folks to write about the eminent domain
and that the public comment period ends tomorrow. 
I want to say that I whole heartedly encourage the use of eminent domain for the
new hospital and associated projects!
(I know he wanted us to say the opposite- too bad!)
I LOVE the new hospital and look forward to the rest of the corresponding
construction projects.
Keep on going!
Robert Sullivan
Utica 

Sent from the all new AOL app for iOS
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is
safe.

mailto:spapale@mvedge.org
mailto:PGoldman@goldmanpllc.com
mailto:lcohen@mvedge.org
mailto:jwaters@mvedge.org
mailto:tfitzgerald@mvedge.org
mailto:mkaucher@mvedge.org
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/aol-news-email-weather-video/id646100661
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